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XCharge’s Offline Processing Feature Can Provide Uninterrupted Transaction
Processing During Processor/System Outages or Connectivity Issues at Your
Location, Keeping Your Checkout Lines Moving and Your Customers Happy.
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Today

Processor outages and system connection
issues always seem to occur at the worst
possible moment. In the height of your busy
season. When the checkout lines are
longest. When your customers are already
on edge.
You can now end much of the frustration
that accompanies system unavailability,
whether it originates from your local
network going down or a failure at the
processor level. XCharge’s Offline Processing
function stores any offline transactions
securely until processing functionality is
restored. Once connectivity is re-established,
the transactions are processed - all with no
disruption to your checkout process or your
customer ﬂow.*

With XCharge’s Offline Processing solution,
you’re always in control. You determine
which accounts or locations can enable it.
You can set your own liability limits,
prompting a voice authorization for
transactions above that limit. And best of all
- this feature is available at no extra cost in
XCharge version 7.2 or higher.
Every transaction stored offline enjoys
the security you’ve come to expect from
XCharge, a
PA-DSS
validated
application
since 2006.

Ready to Learn More?
If you’re a CURRENT XCharge customer,

If you’re NOT YET an XCharge customer,

call (800) 338-6614
or email

call (800) 637-8268
StartNow@AcceleratedPay.com

*Accelerated Payment Technologies’ Offline Processing is an optional feature that allows for the approval and acceptance
of credit/signature debit transactions without ﬁrst obtaining authorization from a customer’s card issuing institution.
Such transactions pose a higher risk of incurring loss liability to the merchant than online processing where real-time
authorizations are obtained. Accelerated Payment Technologies and its processor and bank partners are not responsible for
any losses incurred while using Offline Processing.
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